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TECHNICAL READOUT PROTOTYPES
INTRODUCTION
Although the war has been over for nearly ten years it may be decades before we can truly appreciate the full effects of the Word of Blake Jihad. With a
level of destruction not seen since the early Succession Wars, the conflict raged not only across border worlds, but struck nearly every realm in its heartlands,
giving even those who came to see interstellar conflict as a distant game played by noble houses a true image of total war. Interstellar industries still reel from
the effects of massive infrastructure damage and targeted raids by enemy forces interested less in securing their wares and more in leaving them in ruins. Even
some of the giants of the military-industrial complex—Defiance of Hesperus, Luthien Armor Works and Ceres Metals—suffered catastrophic losses.
Despite setbacks the Inner Sphere and the Clans persevered. Desperation led many to flood the market with second-tier manufacturers and low-grade
RetroTech, even while weapons designers raced to perfect experimental technologies for battlefield use. As enemy realms once again allied to bring down the
monstrous Word of Blake war machine, once-proprietary equipment found its way into the arsenals of every great power. By the mid 3070s and early 3080s,
the major military factories were once more churning out machines for their masters—albeit in a much-reduced capacity, while minor producers were supplying supplemental units to fill the ranks of depleted militias and other secondary forces.
The last two mass-market Technical Readout publications—produced in 3075 by the late Chandrasekhar Kurita, and in 3085 by the RAF’s Department of
Military Intelligence—gave us all a familiarity with the immediate effects of the Jihad on mainstream military production. Yet even as the new (and old) designs
featured in those volumes brought proven technologies into the fray, a slew of smaller publications filtered through other channels to highlight experimental
designs that were undergoing trials (in many cases, by fire) at the same time. It is these wartime prototypes that not only survived the Jihad but proved viable
for mainstream use that we examine in this publication. Although many of these new prototypes sport familiar chassis, the equipment most of them carry
signifies a new wave in battlefield technologies and design techniques that will likely transform warfare for the remainder of this century and possibly beyond.
One final note: Due to the advances in designs and the interchange of technologies that characterize some of the units in this edition, this compilation has
not been divided into the Inner Sphere and Clan segments that have become customary since Technical Readout: 3050. Instead, each section is broadly defined
by unit types, with Inner Sphere and Clan examples given for each section. Furthermore, an additional section—Technology Upgrade: 3090—provides a concise
look at the various new battlefield technologies that have transitioned from the proving grounds to general, if somewhat limited, production.
—Precentor Steven Partridge, ComStar Historical Archives, 3090
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How to Use this Technical Readout
Technical Readout: Prototypes provides a series of new units and variants fresh from the proving grounds of the post-Jihad Inner Sphere and ready for deployment. As these
units feature a wave of new technologies, these units are primarily intended for use in advanced BattleTech games and campaigns. Still, where applicable, a rules level designation
(in parentheses) has been added to each unit’s Technology Base data. These rules levels are outlined below.
Caveat: The rules level designations provided in this book apply strictly to equipment available to the BattleTech universe from about the year 3090 and onward, after a
number of advanced and experimental technologies have begun to filter into the broader mass markets of the Inner Sphere and Clan space. For games set before 3090, these units
may not even be available at their listed rules levels. To determine what a unit’s rules level is considered based on its in-universe date of play, consult the Technology Upgrade: 3090
chapter (see p. 304).
Standard (Tournament Legal) Rules
Units with no rules level designation are considered Standard-level (or Tournament Level) construction, and use gameplay rules appropriate for games built around Total
Warfare (TW) and using the construction rules found in TechManual (TM). The equipment these units feature is considered to be available to most of the major manufacturers in the
Inner Sphere and/or Clans, and thus may reasonably appear on production-grade units (at least after 3090). Note, however, that because some Advanced equipment may transition into Standard rules in this book, additional rules found in Tactical Operations (TO) may be required to use these units to full effect.
Advanced Rules
Units with an (Advanced) rules level designation use Advanced-level construction and gameplay rules, appropriate for games using the rules in Total Warfare (TW) and
the construction rules found in TechManual (TM), as modified by Tactical Operations (TO). The equipment these units feature is considered to be available to most of the
major manufacturers in the Inner Sphere and/or Clans, and thus may reasonably appear on production-grade units (at least after 3090). Nevertheless, such units remain
unavailable for use in Standard rules games.
Experimental Rules
Units with an (Experimental) rules level designation use Experimental-level construction and gameplay rules, appropriate for games using the rules in Total Warfare (TW) and
the construction rules found in TechManual (TM), as modified by Tactical Operations (TO). However, unlike Advanced rules units, Experimental rules units feature equipment that is
still in the prototype phase or in extremely limited supply among the major manufacturers of the Inner Sphere and/or Clans. As a result, Experimental level units may not reasonably play in most games, and are specifically unavailable in Standard-rules play.
Design Quirks
In addition to the normal gameplay stats provided with each unit’s entry, players may find additional notes that describe Design Quirks unique to the design. Design Quirks
are an optional Advanced-level game rule, and how the various Quirks affect gameplay may be found in Strategic Operations (see pp. 193-199, SO). Additional Design Quirks (and
their rules) can be found in the Technology Upgrade: 3090 chapter.

Battle Armor

GRAY DEATH STRIKE

With the virtual destruction of Gray Death
Technologies in 3074 the development of the Gray Death
Strike (or GD Strike) armor came to an abrupt halt. Though
the surviving prototypes performed above all expectations
against the Word of Blake, the heavy damage the Word
delivered to Glengarry’s battle armor construction sites
rendered GDT unable to produce even their older suits.
Additionally, when GDT’s backers at Defiance Industries
took full control of the company they decided to relocate
all battle armor manufacturing to their sites on Furillo, further stalling any battle armor production for a number of
years.
The GD Strike prototypes were armed with a Clanmade advanced SRM system. Though Defiance Industries
attempted to secure a steady flow of these launchers from
one of the Inner Sphere-friendly Clans, even the Diamond
Sharks could not be convinced to provide enough weapons to justify a full production run of the original suit. While
it is unclear if negotiations are still ongoing, the GD Strike
armor was redesigned to work with an Inner Sphere missile system in early 3080, enabling full production by the
end of the year.
In order to work the heavier launcher into the prototype, the designers cut back in other places. The two battle
claws were removed in favor of two lighter basic manipulators, and the launcher’s magazine was reduced to only
two volleys. The fact that the launcher was a standard

Sphere-made system also reduced the weapon’s effective
range. This reduced the suit’s performance tremendously.
Once used, however, the missile system can be jettisoned
for extra mobility, and the GD Strike armor can act as a
spotter for semi-guided artillery and missiles thanks to the
light TAG mounted in its right arm. While some troopers
made complaints about the lack of missile reloads and the
missing secondary weapon, most performance and field
reports are very favorable.
These conflicting opinions probably originate from
a misconception of what the suit is made for by some of
its wearers. Many battle armor pilots are trained on attack
suits and not used to the idea of functioning as a support
unit on the battlefield. While working mainly in a support
role heavily improves the chances for battle armor troops
to survive, many GD Strike troopers desire to wade into the
thick of battle.
The Gray Death Strike armor is often deployed alongside its predecessor, the Gray Death Standard suit. In such
formations, a common tactic uses Strike suits to fire a barrage of missiles against heavily armored enemy targets or
positions, before the older Standard suits overrun whatever
is left using their direct fire weapons.
With 450 kilograms of standard armor, the Gray Death
Strike armor is one of the best armored medium-sized suits
the Inner Sphere has currently in production, and is able to
take a beating from many BattleMech weapons. Lacking
any jump capability, the suit was outfitted with a very powerful ground movement system and is able to run as fast as
thirty-two kph on open ground. The ability to hide behind
small objects, combined with the suit’s size and relatively
high speed, make it very difficult to get a weapon lock on
the battle armor.
Currently, the GD Strike suit is sold exclusively to the
Lyran Commonwealth, to make up for their heavy battle
armor losses during the Jihad. These suits have seen action
primarily in small raids against the remnants of the former
Free Worlds League. While the Commonwealth is the suit’s
only buyer, Defiance Industries is keeping quite a few to
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themselves to outfit their own security forces. Though expensive, these Defiance security models may actually be
Clan-tech equipped prototypes rather than the production
GD Strike suits. Whether the rumors suggesting this are
true or not, Defiance has not needed to deploy its defense
forces in the last couple of years. Nevertheless, strange production numbers and cost analyses indicate that there is
something going on.

INNER SPHERE

GRAY DEATH STRIKE
Type: Gray Death Strike Armor
Manufacturer: Defiance Industries
Primary Factory: Furillo
Equipment Ratings: E/X-X-E/E
Tech Base: Inner Sphere
Chassis Type: Humanoid
Weight Class: Medium
Maximum Weight: 1,000 kg
Battle Value: 52
Swarm/Leg Attack/Mechanized/AP: Yes/Yes/Yes/Yes
Notes: Features the following Design Quirk: Distracting.
Equipment 		
Slots
Chassis: 			
Motive System:
Ground MP:
3		
Jump MP:
0		
Manipulators:
Right Arm:
Basic Manipulator		
Left Arm:
Basic Manipulator		
Armor:
Standard		
Armor Value:
9 + 1 (Trooper)
				
Slots
Weapons and Equipment 		 Location (Capacity)
Light TAG (60)		
RA
1
Anti-Personnel Weapon Mount		
LA
1
SRM-3 (2 shots)
Detachable Missile Pack		
Body
3

Mass
175 kg
80 kg
0 kg
0 kg
0 kg
450 kg

Mass
35 kg
5 kg
250 kg
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VIDAR HEAVY DEFENSE TANK
Heavy Vehicles

put down to the more-experienced Rasalhagian crews,
but when even Clan crews began to show improvement,
often praising their new hardware, realization dawned. The
Rasalhagian-designed tanks were simply better.
Honor demanded a response. When a bid was issued
in 3082 for a low-cost defensive tank to supplement the
existing Mars, the scientist caste submitted a new vehicle
design for the first time in twenty years, then pulled strings
to get it accepted. Making use of the merchant caste’s position on an unwilling Bjorn & Benson’s board, the Vidar
Heavy Defense Tank finally crawled into service in 3085.

Mass: 75 tons
Movement Type: Tracked
Power Plant: Fuel Cell 150
Cruising Speed: 21 kph
Maximum Speed: 32 kph
Armor: Compound A2F Ferro-Fibrous with CASE
Armament:
4 Series 7CHM Large Chemical Lasers
2 Type XVI LRM 15 Launcher with Artemis V FCS
2 “Goalkeeper” Anti-Missile Systems
Manufacturer: Bjorn and Benson
Primary Factory: Spittal
Communications System: Q2 Block 7
Targeting and Tracking System: Build 2 JRD TTS with
Artemis V FCS
Overview
3075 to 3085 was a good time for Rasalhagian vehicle
designers. Not only had they gained access to Clan technologies, but the needs of the Jihad had forced their Ghost
Bear overlords to allow them to use it. From the revamped
Axel at the start of the decade to the Eldingar at its end,
and a host of reconfigured Clan standards in between, the
companies Bjorn & Benson, Gorton, Kinsey and Thorpe,
Joint Equipment Systems and Odin Manufacturing totally
changed the nature of the Dominion’s conventional armor.
Initially allowing the Rasalhagians to design their
own tanks could be waved off as a public relations exercise. After all, who cared about tanks? As armored units
began to show improved combat records, it was initially

Capabilities
While the designers naturally looked for advanced solutions to show off their superior technical flair, the specification called for an inexpensive tank, and the two concepts
continually clashed.
Core to the scientists’ concept was twin turrets. These
would allow increased flexibility and reduce the tank’s vulnerability to turret jams. Into the fore turret they fitted four
chemical lasers, while two LRM launchers with advanced
targeting systems were placed in the aft turret. Combined,
they gave the Vidar very heavy firepower, especially under
300 meters.
Unfortunately, these advanced features caused problems. Although the Vidar was covered in what the scientists considered to be heavy armor, the need to spread
it over two turrets left it no thicker than an average Clan
tank. Additionally, the scientists did not fully understand
the limitations of the fuel cell engine. Hoping to reduce
costs by using the engine technology, they only forced
themselves to use heavy chemical lasers to avoid extra
heat sinks, which drove up the weight and overloaded the
engine. In the end the Vidar was no more mobile than the
tanks it was expected to escort.

78

high command publicly berated and ignored the validity of
the civilian Trial, the point had been made.
Despite this inauspicious start, the Vidar proved itself
later that year when a pair successfully held a pirate foray
at bay on Porthos. When operating on prepared surfaces,
the Vidar was mobile enough to bring its formidable laser
array to bear. Since then, tactics have evolved to use the
Vidar as mobile pillbox.
The future of the Vidar is extremely uncertain. It has
strong backing from conservative elements in Clan Ghost
Bear society that want to push back against the growing
Rasalhagian influence. However, for the mainly Rasalhagian
warriors that have to use them, Vidars are considered
lightly protected deathtraps. For now, Vidars are being assigned as escorts for Mars and Huitzilopochtlis as originally
intended.
Variants
Bjorn & Benson proposed a variant of the Vidar which
drops the chemical lasers in favor of extended range lasers. Though this requires extra heat sinks, the fore turret is
smaller. Additionally, the anti-missile systems are removed
and hardened armor is used to increase the survivability
of the largely-immobile tank. The scientist caste is not impressed and, while better, the tank crews still think it is a
death trap.

Deployment
Minutes after the Vidar crawled off the production line,
a Bjorn & Benson representative declared a Trial of Refusal
which pitted one of B&B’s Axel IICs against the brand new
Vidar. On relatively open terrain, the Axel outmaneuvered
and destroyed the Vidar in less than five minutes. While the
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VIDAR HEAVY DEFENSE TANK
Type: Vidar Heavy Defense Tank
Technology Base: Clan (Advanced)
Movement Type: Tracked
Tonnage: 75
Battle Value: 1,396
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:			
7.5
Engine:
150		
7
Type:
Fuel Cell
Cruise MP:
2
Flank MP:
3
Heat Sinks:
1		
0
Control Equipment:			
4
Lift Equipment:			
0
Power Amplifier:			
0
Turrets:			3
Armor Factor (Ferro):
201		 10.5
		
Armor
		
Value
Front
40
R/L Side
35/35
Rear
31
Turret 1
30
Turret 2
30

Notes: Features the following Design Quirks:
Bad Reputation, Poor Performance, Trailer Hitch.

Weapons and Ammo
Location
4 Large Chemical Lasers
Turret 1
Ammo (LCL) 60
Body
2 LRM 15 with Artemis V FCS Turret 2
Ammo (LRM) 32
Body
2 Anti-Missile Systems
Front
Ammo (AMS) 48
Body

Tonnage
20
6
10
4
1
2
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ProtoMechs

PROCYON (QUAD)

Mass: 6 tons
Chassis: ProtoMech PRC/Q-Mod
Power Plant: 45 Fusion
Cruising Speed: 64 kph
Maximum Speed: 97 kph
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: ProtoMech Standard P-6Q
Armament:
2 Anti-Personnel Gauss Rifles
1 SRM 2 Launcher
Manufacturer: Csesztreg Industriplex Epsilon
Primary Factory: Csesztreg
Communications System: Build 2083 Micro
Targeting and Tracking System: Proto-Enhanced,
Model 4-M
Overview
Given the stability of the Xanthos BattleMech and
the speed of the Rottweiler battlesuit, it was only a matter of time before someone tried the quad chassis for
a ProtoMech. The Hell’s Horses have applied Coyote innovation to their Procyon. It is unknown how the Horses
acquired the specifications for the quad chassis, but they
have begun initial production of the quadruped Procyon.
The small number of select forces being assigned this
Procyon appears to be less for testing but an inability of
the factories on Csesztreg to produce quality models at the
rate the Horses need.

Capabilities
Being bigger, faster and tougher and having more firepower mark the quad as completely superior to the original
Procyon. Some of the Procyon variants offer more range,
but that is a function of payload rather than capability. With
the quad chassis allowing twenty percent more speed and
half-again as much armor, the quad ProtoMech offers more
options for the Horses. Able to keep up with lighter Orcs
and many ’Mech units, it can survive a hit from a Gauss
rifle. Perhaps the most flexibility is given by the payload:
dual short-range missile tubes and a pair of AP Gauss rifles.
It can quickly savage infantry formations and a Point can
cripple many vehicles with a single salvo. The Procyon does
lack a weapon with a big punch, making it less than ideal
for solo operations against larger armor and BattleMechs.
The introduction of a quad ProtoMech has not been
without problems. The cockpit is larger than bipedal designs, which has been problematic for veteran ProtoMech
pilots who are used to a tighter fit. Technicians are not
familiar with the configuration, leading to greater downtime for the Procyon. Most important, manufacturers that
have barely been able to meet the product requirements
for ProtoMech components are struggling to deliver parts
that are unique to the quad configuration.
Another issue with the Procyon quad are the problems
that the Horse’s opponents have with the design. When
first encountered by the Ghost Bears, the Bears didn’t realize that it was a different design. They assumed it was a
new configuration of the Procyon, with the pilots somehow
moving them in quad fashion. When the data was acquired
by Clan Snow Raven, their pilots spent a few months attempting to operate bipedal ProtoMechs in a quadruped
fashion. The full picture became clearer a few months later.
The Horses issued a Trial of Possession for a Star of
Kodiaks, using the Procyon to much success. The Procyons
were able to tear into the Bear battle armor formations and
avoid any sort of massed reprisal. While the Bears lost the
battle—badly—they were able to gather enough data to
get a clear picture of what the new Procyon was.
Despite the mysteries and confusion surrounding
the design, it does answer one question: four years ago
we received reports of the Horses Trialing for a few Jade
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Falcon bondsmen, all former pilots of Lyran Fenrirs and
Rottweilers. At the time, it was suspected that the Horses
were developing a quad battle armor, but no such battle
armor appeared. It seems more likely their expertise was
used to train ProtoMech pilots in operating a quad.
Deployment
Data on the postings of the Procyon are far and few
between. Current speculation has it being used to replace
ProtoMechs amongst the best units. It is also possible that
second-tier units may receive them in lieu of replacement
BattleMechs, with ’Mechs being assigned to the premiere
units.

CLAN

PROCYON (QUAD)
Type: Procyon (Quad)
Technology Base: Clan (Advanced)
Tonnage: 6
Battle Value: 205
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:			 600 kg
Engine:
45		 1,000 kg
Walking MP:
6
Running MP:
9
Jumping MP:
0		 0 kg
Heat Sinks:
0		 0 kg
Cockpit:			 500 kg
Armor Factor:
30		 1,500 kg
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
2
4
Torso
6
12
Legs
8
14
Weapons and Ammo
AP Gauss Rifle
Ammo (AP Gauss) 16
AP Gauss Rifle
Ammo (AP Gauss) 16
SRM 2
Ammo (SRM) 5

Location
T
—
T
—
T
—

Mass
500 kg
400 kg
500 kg
400 kg
500 kg
100 kg

Notes: Features the following Design Quirks: Hard to
Pilot, Distracting.
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Heavy ’Mechs

AXM-6T AXMAN

Mass: 65 tons
Chassis: Dorwinion AXM Endo Steel
Power Plant: 325 VOX XL
Cruising Speed: 54 kph
Maximum Speed: 86 kph
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: Lexington Ltd. Light Ferro-Fibrous with CASE
Armament:
2 Defiance Bombard Thunderbolt 15 Launchers
4 Defiance Model XII Extended Range Medium Lasers
Manufacturer: Defiance Industries
Primary Factory: Furillo
Communications System: Neil 8000
Targeting and Tracking System: RCA Instatrac Mark X
Overview
In the mid-3070s, Defiance Industries’ R&D division
on Furillo explored a number of experimental technologies based on the chassis of the AXM-2N Axman. Although
the primary focus of these experiments was to develop an
alternative form of modular weapons technology for the
OmniMech, other enhancements featured on the AXM-6X
prototypes created were XL fusion engines built to Clan
specifications and mated with superchargers for added
bursts of speed. While all of these technologies proved successful on both the testing grounds and in live-fire exercises, the sheer expense necessary to achieve Clan standards
led Defiance’s production teams to take a somewhat lessexpensive approach with the AXM-6T production model.

Capabilities
The AXM-6T is built around the use of a fully independent handheld weapon. This concept, explored numerous
times since the advent of the BattleMech centuries ago,
only recently reached battlefield-worthy fruition. Indeed,
both the Quickdraw and the Axman featured in this document demonstrate parallel handheld weapon developments initiated during the Jihad, and likely inspired the
Hell’s Horses’ recent production of the Incubus II.
The independent handheld weapon system enables
a standard humanoid BattleMech to use its hand and arm
actuators to wield external weapons almost as well as a
human soldier can carry his rifle. These weapons, tailored to
the ’Mech’s lifting capabilities, can carry their ammunition,
heat sinks, and even protective armor casings externally,
tapping into power feeds through special hookups readily
adapted to any ’Mech. As a result, heat spikes and internal
explosions are easily contained, and a suitable ’Mech can
easily swap handheld weapons in the field—even while
under fire. This capability makes the AXM-6T what its engineers have jokingly called a “poor man’s OmniMech,” but
in practice could actually offer conventional ’Mechs advantages OmniMechs lack.
Still, the drawbacks of the independent handheld system are many. Weighing down a ’Mech with external weapons strains its engine and affects its balance, decreasing
mobility. At the same time, the bulk of a handheld mount
renders its using ’Mech unable to deploy any internallymounted weapon in the arms or front torso when carrying its modular armament. The designers of the AXM-6T
accounted for both of these effects, however, by installing
a more powerful extralight engine in the 6T to mitigate
the speed loss, and by mounting significant secondary
firepower—in the form of four extended-range medium
lasers—in the BattleMech’s legs. To reduce costs and facilitate mainstream production, the 6T uses an Inner Spheremade engine, rather than the Clan-spec equivalent found
in the 6X prototypes.
Even without its handheld mount, the Axman-6T remains a formidable fighter. Though it now lacks the iconic
hatchet of its base design, a pair of heavy Thunderbolt
missile launchers replace the 2N’s LRM pods and give this
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’Mech the ability to deliver crippling damage to its enemies, while a thick skin of light ferro-fibrous armor helps
protect it against enemy fire. In response to complaints
about the limited reloads found in the 6X prototypes, the
6T carries four tons of Thunderbolt munitions in CASEprotected bins. Combined with its unencumbered land
speed of almost ninety kph, this firepower makes the 6T
an excellent medium-range brawler.
Deployment
Most of the AXM-6Ts built to date have been deployed
with LCAF regiments defending key interior worlds, such as
Tharkad, Donegal, Coventry and Hesperus II. Presumably
this is because there remains, at this point, a rather limited
supply of independent handheld weapons. Should this
poor man’s OmniMech concept catch on, however, we can
expect to see more ’Mechs like the AXM-6T deployed to
frontline commands.

INNER SPHERE

AXM-6T AXMAN
Type: Axman
Technology Base: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Tonnage: 65
Battle Value: 1,830
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:
Endo Steel		
3.5
Engine:
325 XL		
12
Walking MP:
5
Running MP:
8
Jumping MP:
0
Heat Sinks:
10 [20]		
0
Gyro:			4
Cockpit:			3
Armor Factor (Light Ferro):
195		 11.5
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
21
25
Center Torso (rear)		
11
R/L Torso
15
20
R/L Torso (rear)		
10
R/L Arm
10
20
R/L Leg
15
25
Weapons and Ammo Location
Thunderbolt 15
RT
Ammo (Thunderbolt) 8
RT
CASE
RT
2 ER Medium Lasers
RL
2 ER Medium Lasers
LL
Thunderbolt 15
LT
Ammo (Thunderbolt) 8
LT
CASE
LT

Critical
3
2
1
2
2
3
2
1

Tonnage
11
2
.5
2
2
11
2
.5

Notes: Features Full-Head Ejection System; Features the
following Design Quirks: Protected Actuators, Rumble
Seat.
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Handheld Weapon
Configurations
Weapons and Ammo
Light Autocannon
Weapon (6.5 tons)
Light AC/5
Ammo (LAC) 20
Armor (8 points)
Battle Value: 86
Enhanced
LRM Weapon (6.5 tons)
NLRM 10
Ammo (NLRM) 6
Battle Value: 111
ER Medium
Laser Weapon (6.5 tons)
ER Medium Laser
Heat Sinks
Armor (8 points)
Battle Value: 78

Mass
5
1
.5

6
.5

1
5
.5

Heavy Flamer Weapon (6.5 tons)
3 Heavy Flamers
4.5
Ammo (Flamer) 20
1
Armor (16 points)
1
Battle Value: 51
Fluid Gun Weapon (6.5 tons)
2 Fluid Guns
4
Ammo (Fluid Gun) 40
2
Armor (8 points)
.5
Battle Value: 28
LRM Weapon (6.5 tons)
3 LRM 5
Ammo (LRM) 12
Battle Value: 138

6
.5

MML Weapon (6.5 tons)
MML 7
Ammo (MML) 17/14
Armor (16 points)
Battle Value: 107

4.5
1
1

Streak SRM Weapon (6.5 tons)
Streak SRM 6
4.5
Ammo (Streak) 15
1
Armor (16 points)
1
Battle Value: 132

Heavy ’Mechs

THUNDERBOLT IIC

Mass: 70 tons
Chassis: Olivetti TDR-II
Power Plant: Redline 350 XL
Cruising Speed: 54 kph
Maximum Speed: 86 kph
Jump Jets: None
Jump Capacity: None
Armor: Forging Omni H24 with CASE II
Armament:
2 Series XVI-a Improved Heavy Large Lasers
1 Type XV-S Streak LRM 15 Launcher
3 Series 7Ja Extended Range Medium Lasers
Manufacturer: Olivetti Weaponry
Primary Factory: Sudeten
Communications System: Model J-D 067
Targeting and Tracking System: Hawkeye 58
Overview
Having had hundreds of years for their industry
to adapt to their command economy, the Jade Falcons
weren’t ready for the various levels of production efficiency in their Inner Sphere holdings. Many components for
their Thor and Loki were outpacing their usage. Not just the
construction of those OmniMechs, but replacements for
existing ones as well. Rather than dial back production of
the components, Falcon leadership decided to find a new
outlet for them, an entirely new ’Mech. They reworked an
existing design that had been built on Sudeten, the venerable Thunderbolt, to use the excess production.

Capabilities
Engineers took the standard TDR chassis and reinforced it to hold seventy tons of equipment. This resulted
in a design that looks like a Thunderbolt and a Thor had a
child. The communications systems are the same as those
used on the Thor, as is the targeting and tracking system.
The ejection seat is from the Loki, while the life support is
the same system that is used on the Turkina. The engine is
the same model that propels the Thor to over eighty kilometers per hour. Even the armor plating is the same material used on the Loki.
When it comes to the weapons selection, however,
little is left over from other areas. Three common extendedrange medium lasers are reminiscent of the Star League
Thunderbolt, as is the round fifteen-tube missile launcher
on the shoulder. At the same time, the launcher is on the
right shoulder, opposite the typical configuration for a
Thunderbolt, and this LRM launcher is equipped with Clan
Streak LRM technology. With two tons of ammunition protected by an advanced CASE II, pilots are likely to treasure
the launcher and use it until it runs dry.
The final expectation of the design would be a powerful energy weapon on the right arm. The Falcons again
play somewhat to the tune of expectations, only they do
so on both arms. Each arm has an improved heavy large
laser. Though still high heat/high damage weapons like the
regular heavy lasers, these are more accurate at the cost of
instability that could result in it explosion. Ordinary Clan
CASE protect the arms to keep any such mishap from affecting the torsos.
While capable of tremendous offensive output, the
design is limited by the cooling capacity. Even firing just
both improved heavy lasers will build up a noticeable
amount of heat. If a MechWarror is not careful, he may
curse when the Streak locks and fires, adding even more
heat to what he expected. Fortunately the extended range
lasers have the same range, allowing them to scatter damage around while the ’Mech cools off.
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MechWarriors piloting one must keep meticulous logs,
describing every aspect of the performance of the ’Mech
and its weapons, in particular the arm-mounted lasers.
Evaluation of this weapon is still ongoing, and everything
from ease of use to maintenance will be included in future
determinations of its value.
Variants
Following the Inner Sphere’s rebuilding of
Thunderbolts that withstood almost any amount of
fire, the Falcons have tried something similar with their
Thunderbolt IIC. Dropping the speed down allowed a 280
standard engine to replace the extralight. A heavy-duty
gyro and ECM suite add to its resiliency. Two heat sinks
are dropped, replaced with four jump jets that provide
great mobility even when the heat gauge is pegged. The
weapons are reworked to a complete energy based set.
For long-range punch, an extended-range large pulse
laser sits in the right arm. More punch is provided by a
traditional heavy large laser, while three medium pulse
lasers provide accurate close-range fire. Finally, a small
pulse laser in the left arm returns the traditional antiinfantry weapon to the Thunderbolt. The whole package is protected by eleven tons of ferro-fibrous armor.
The Thunderbolt IIC 2 is currently being deployed on the
Falcons’ border with the Wolves, awaiting a live-fire test
run.

Deployment
Despite the prestigious history of the Thunderbolt,
the Thunderbolt IIC is assigned to second-line units. All
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CLAN

THUNDERBOLT IIC
Type: Thunderbolt IIC
Technology Base: Clan (Advanced)
Tonnage: 70
Battle Value: 2,475
Equipment			Mass
Internal Structure:			
7
Engine:
350 XL		
15
Walking MP:
5
Running MP:
8
Jumping MP:
0
Heat Sinks:
17 [34]		
7
Gyro:			4
Cockpit:			3
Armor Factor:
216		 13.5
		
Internal
Armor
		
Structure
Value
Head
3
9
Center Torso
22
33
Center Torso (rear)		
10
R/L Torso
15
24
R/L Torso (rear)		
6
R/L Arm
11
22
R/L Leg
15
30
Weapons and Ammo Location
Improved Heavy
RA
Large Laser
Streak LRM 15
RT
Ammo (Streak) 16
RT
CASE II
RT
3 ER Medium Lasers
LT
Improved Heavy
LA
Large Laser

Critical
3

Tonnage
4

3
2
1
3
3

7
2
.5
3
4

Notes: Features the following Design Quirks: Difficult
to Maintain, Modular Weapons, Protected Actuators,
Rumble Seat.
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Medium Aerospace

LCR-3 LUCIFER III

Mass: 65 tons
Chassis: Shipil 300
Power Plant: Edasich Motors 195 XL
Armor: Shipil Super Ferro-Aluminum
Armament:
1 Defiance DialScope Model A Bombast Laser
2 Coventry Comet
Extended Long Range Missile Launchers
1 Defiance X5M Medium X-Pulse Laser
Manufacturer: Shipil Company
Primary Factory: Skye
Communications System: O/P AIR 900
Targeting and Tracking System: O/P 3000
Overview
Among the numerous casualties of the Jihad was
Lockheed/CBM’s Lucifer plant on Donegal. The Lucifer had
been a longtime staple of the Lyran aerospace forces, and
with the loss of the Donegal factories, many feared that the
fighter would vanish. An experimental variant undergoing
trials at the time would prove to be the key to its eventual
survival.
The Shipil Corporation, producer of the light Seydlitz
fighter, had been given the task of creating an experimental
version of the Lucifer that was intended for use as a weapon
testing platform. The intended craft, dubbed the LCF-X30,
was initiated in 3074. An extralight fusion engine freed up
significant weight, but also took up additional space. Fitting
the desired weapon package into the frame proved to be

the most difficult task for the project’s technical staff. The
rest of the program operated far more smoothly.
Trials on Skye were so promising that Lyran officials
began to consider a production version of the LCF-X30.
Unfortunately, several of the components required were
either in drastically short supply or simply didn’t exist—including Lucifer airframes. With Lockheed’s Donegal facility
in ashes, there was no source for producing the fighter’s
basic structure. Shipil was able to reverse-engineer a new
frame based on the LCF-X30 prototypes, but if the new
Lucifer was to become a reality a concerted political and
industrial effort would be required.
The fact that the Lyran High Command endorsed
the project proved enormously helpful in making that
effort a reality, but not as much as the added weight of
The Republic’s military leadership after Skye was folded
into the newborn Republic of the Sphere in 3081. Under
political and economic pressures from both realms, Shipil
Corporation managed to expand its facilities on Skye.
Several of the allied realms’ most reliable suppliers were
tapped to produce components that would ultimately be
used on the new Lucifer. Since it mounted a newly minted
airframe and weapons tailor-made for its production run,
it was decided that it would be unveiled as a brand new
aerospace fighter dubbed the Lucifer III.
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The maximum thrust, maneuverability and stress
capacity all fall within negligible variances of the Lyrans’
mainstay medium fighter. The Lucifer III mounts improved
electronics and a rear-firing medium X-pulse laser intended to discourage aggressive tailing. While some within the
Lyran High Command expected the Lucifer to be put out
to pasture, the Lucifer III has instead given the venerable
warhorse an entirely new lease on life.
Deployment
Shipil released the first run of Lucifer IIIs to the Skye
Jaegers, as a sign of local solidarity. The Donegal Guards
also received early Lucifer III shipments in memory of the
original Lucifer factory. Since then, the Royal Guards, Lyran
Guards and Lyran Regulars have all put in request for new
Lucifer IIIs. Much like its predecessor, it is becoming a mainstay with the Lyran Aerospace Command.
In The Republic of the Sphere, the Lucifer III appears in
numbers among several commands, particularly within the
Hastati Sentinels and Principes Guards.

Capabilities
The Lucifer III is built to engage at ranges most aerospace fighters cannot. It mounts a pair of Coventry Comet
Extended Long Range Missile Launchers, which can strike
from distances that rival the Clans’ extreme ranges. This
long-distance barrage ability was intended to offset the
improved maneuverability and speed of more cuttingedge fighters.
For close-in duty, the Lucifer III was originally equipped
with a powerful binary laser system, but recurring heat issues forced the design team to look for an alternate solution. A Defiance DialScope Model A bombast laser proved
capable of packing nearly the same firepower for much a
more manageable heat load. The less-cumbersome main
weapon also allowed for the doubling of ammunition
stores for the missile launchers.
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LCR-3 LUCIFER III
Type: Lucifer III
Technology Base: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Tonnage: 65
Battle Value: 2,356
Equipment			Mass
Engine:
195 XL		
4
Safe Thrust:
5
Maximum Thrust:
8
Structural Integrity:
6
Heat Sinks:
13 [26]		
3
Fuel:		
400		
5
Cockpit:			3
Armor Factor (Ferro):
376		
21
		
Armor
		
Value
Nose
119
Wings
86/86
Aft
85

Weapons and Ammo Location Tonnage
Bombast Laser
Nose
7
Extended LRM 10
RW
8
Ammo (ELRM) 18
—
2
Extended LRM 10
LW
8
Ammo (ELRM) 18
—
2
Medium X-Pulse Laser
Aft
2

177

Heat
12
6

SRV
12
6

MRV
12
6

LRV
—
6

ERV
—
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

—

—

—

Notes: Features the following Design Quirks: Difficult Ejection, Easy to Pilot, Rumble Seat.

DropShips

CLAYMORE V3

Taking inventory of the huge stockpiles of Clan salvage obtained over the decades, Shipil, designers of the
Claymore assault DropShip, saw an opportunity to rectify
one of the biggest problems of the vessel: the lack of adequate firepower. With little change to the structure and innards, many weapons were swapped, instantly increasing
the range and firepower of much of the Claymore’s armament. Other changes, such as extended-range LRMs and
laser anti-missile systems, gave Shipil an assault DropShip
that could compete in the modern market.
Out of the original five Claymore Interceptor prototypes sent as escort vessels to the retaking of Terra, only
two survived. While on other vessels this might have been
a black mark, testimonies and reports proved their effectiveness as escort vessels. All five threw themselves into
the heaviest areas of combat, deliberately drawing fire
away from the valuable troop transports. In more than a
few instances, the Interceptors would not even return fire
while their laser anti-missile systems were in constant use,
destroying enemy missile fire targeting the transports.
Crews even forced their ships directly into the line of fire,
with the LAS Interceptor taking a salvo of naval PPC fire
targeting an Overlord, losing all hands but allowing the
transport to survive.

After the formation of The Republic, the newborn RAF
placed orders for the Claymore, hoping Shipil could continue to provide them with the effective escort DropShip.
Unfortunately, Shipil found it harder to acquire Clan weaponry than they anticipated. Without crews experienced
in maintaining the advanced technology, the ships succumbed to equipment malfunctions quickly. Productionmodel ships have kept the bombast lasers, Silver Bullet
Gauss rifles, laser anti-missile systems and extended-range
LRMs, but the Clan lasers had to be replaced with Inner
Sphere versions.
The forced downgrades of its weapons have returned
the Claymore V3 to its criticized state of being undergunned. Republic officers, after losing several in humiliating defeats to the Capellan Confederation’s new Lung
Wang P2 Pocket WarShip, have quietly rotated these away
from the Liao border, where the Claymore is unlikely to see
combat. Republic procurement officials recently informed
Shipil that orders for this vessel will cease if they cannot
produce a version resembling the earlier, more effective
version. Shipil has begun negotiating with the Wolves-inExile, Diamond Sharks and any other group with access to
Clan technology, in the hopes of allowing them to go back
to building the DropShip to its Interceptor specifications.
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Claymore V3-class DropShip
Type: Military Aerodyne
Use: Assault Ship
Tech: Inner Sphere (Advanced)
Introduced: 3086
Mass: 1,400 tons
Battle Value: 5,889
Dimensions
Length: 87 meters
Width: 74 meters
Height: 25 meters
Fuel: 80 tons (4,000)
Tons/Burn-day: 1.84
Safe Thrust: 6
Maximum Thrust: 9
Heat Sinks: 110 (220)
Structural Integrity: 12
Armor
Nose: 250
Wings: 200
Aft: 150
Cargo
Bay 1: Cargo (258.5 tons)

2 Doors

Life Boats: 2
Escape Pods: 0
Crew: 3 officers, 7 enlisted/non-rated, 5 gunners
Notes: Equipped with 47 tons of standard armor; Features
the following Design Quirks: Bad Reputation,
Atmospheric Flyer.
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CLAYMORE V3
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Weapons:				Capital Attack Values (Standard)
Arc (Heat) Type		
Short Medium Long Extreme Class
Nose (74 Heat)
3 Bombast Lasers		
5 (51) 5 (51)
—
—
Laser
3 ER Medium Lasers
2 Silver Bullet Gauss Rifles 2 (18) 2 (18)
2 (18)
—
LB-X AC
(24 rounds)
3 Laser Anti-Missile Systems —
—
—
— Point Defense
RW/LW (40 Heat)
2 ER Large Lasers		
2 (16) 2 (16)
2 (16)
—
Laser
2 ELRM 15			
2 (18) 2 (18)
2 (18)
2 (18)
LRM
(24 rounds)
RW/LW Aft (14 Heat)
2 Laser Anti-Missile Systems —
—
—
— Point Defense
Aft (40 Heat)
2 Large Pulse Lasers		
2 (18) 2 (18)
—
— Pulse Laser
4 ER Medium Lasers		
2 (20) 2 (20)
—
—
Laser

